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Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Duration: 5 Days      Course Code: LSSGRB      Delivery Method: Virtual Learning

Overview:

This interactive program gives the student multiple skillsets and the confidence to begin applying the tools and techniques immediately within
their own organisation utilising the concept of ‘practice practice practice confidence confidence confidence’ the student enjoys a learning
experience mixed with practical button pushing exercises to take the theory and apply it to practical outcomes while learning a consistent
powerful problem solving methodology in DMAIC while learning the soft skills and facilitation techniques to create conversations in a team
environment.

Virtual Learning

This interactive training can be taken from any location, your office or home and is delivered by a trainer. This training does not have any
delegates in the class with the instructor, since all delegates are virtually connected.  Virtual delegates do not travel to this course, Global
Knowledge will send you all the information needed before the start of the course and you can test the logins.

Target Audience:

Anyone interested in gaining career-furthering skills, working in a Six Sigma environment, or achieving Six Green Belt certification

Objectives:

At the end of the training course participants will be able to: Understand the tools involved in the Define, Measure, Analyse,
Improve and Control phases.

Know the Basics of Six Sigma
Understand the use of the tools in characterising processes,

Understand the Step-by-step process required to complete Six analysing process data, solving problems and controlling processes.
Sigma projects

Use the key tools to solve practical business problems.
Understand the concept of Six Sigma and the DMAIC approach
to process improvement. Lead local Six Sigma project teams or assist Black Belts to deliver

tangible business results on larger projects

Prerequisites:

Follow-on-Courses:

Six Sigma Black Belt training programme (LSSBLB)

Further Information:

For More information, or to book your course, please call us on Head Office 01189 123456 / Northern Office 0113 242 5931

info@globalknowledge.co.uk
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